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AGENDA – Business Models
1. ICO Models
2. Token Economics (Tokenomics)
3. Business Models under ITAS – IT Service Providers
4. Business Models under VFAA schedule 2 - Licensable activities

3 TYPES OF ICO
Virtual Token (Utility)
Security Token (STO)
Virtual Financial Asset (VFA)
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Virtual Token
1) Definition
virtual token" means a form of digital medium recordation that has no utility,
value or application outside of the DLT platform on which it was issued and may
only be redeemed for funds on such platform directly by the issuer of such DLT
asset
Provided that electronic money shall be excluded from this definition
A digital token of cryptocurrency that is issued in order to fund development of
the cryptocurrency and that can be later used to purchase a good or service
offered by the issuer of the cryptocurrency

Virtual Token
2) Utility of the Token
Acquiring a token gives the holder the right to a utility or benefit as defined in the
ICO White Paper.
Essentially a voucher to be redeemed later.
There can be as many types of utility token as there are businesses… and more…

Virtual Token
3) Exchange of token
The token may only be redeemed within the ecosystem of the DLT exchange
on which it was issued
The VFAA does not permit a utility token to be listed on another DLT
exchange

Virtual Token
4) Examples of tokens
Cloud storage

Telegram Messenger App

Binance Exchange

Tezos – “the last crypto”
How not to do an ICO

Security Token (also tokenized security)
1) Definition
"financial instrument" shall have the same meaning assigned to it under the
Second Schedule to the Investment Services Act, whether or not issued in Malta;
Provided that where a DLT asset is determined by both the issuer and its VFA
agent, as appointed by the issuer in terms of article 7(1)(b) to be a financial
instrument or electronic money, the issuer shall be required to comply with the
respective applicable laws in lieu of the provisions of this Act
Any token whose benefit is dependent on a financial instrument, or on the
success (profit) of a venture may be reasonably deemed a security token.

Security Token
2) Utility of the Token
Acquiring a token gives the holder the right to participate in the success of a
business or venture.
Tokens may be linked to or structured as any financial instrument, usually shares or
units in a collective scheme, also Emissions Trading Scheme.
Remember: Any token that may later be converted to a financial instrument, is from
launched deemed a security token.

Security Token
3) Exchange of token
A key benefit of security tokens is that they may be traded on DLT platforms
(themselves regulated under financial instrument rules…).
This makes security tokens more amenable to trade, more liquid and of key
interest to issuers, more attractive to institutional investors

Security Token
4) Examples of tokens

Units in a fund

Fund & Incubator for BC investments

Mobile Lottery

Virtual Financial Asset
1) Definition

"virtual financial asset" or "VFA" means any form of digital medium
recordation that is used as a digital medium of exchange unit of account,
or store of value and that is not (a) electronic money;
(b) a financial instrument; or
(c) a virtual token
Basically…. a digital currency that offers no intrinsic benefit or claim
against issuer

Virtual Financial Asset
2) Utility of the VFA – A Medium of Exchange
As an alternative to FIAT currency or online payment platforms such as Paypal.
2010: 2 pizzas sold for 10,000 BTC ($55Mn or $180mn at BTC peak)
2018: Valletta Palazzo for sale at 550 BTC
Ethereum the most popular coin to buy into other ICOs
Crypto.com to issue cryptocurrency Visa debit card in Asia
Singapore government working to issue stablecoin of Singapore Dollar

Virtual Financial Asset
2b) Utility of the VFA – A Store of Value
Anything with value that may be stored and retrieved at a later date with the
expectation that it will still have value.
The most common store of value is money, which generally will still be money after
being buried underground for some years. Other stores of value include real
estate, securities and precious metals.
Farlex Financial Dictionary. © 2012

Virtual Financial Asset
3) Exchange of coins
VFAs are tradable on DLT platforms. Some platforms only handle mainstream
cryptos whilst others list more exotic coins.

Virtual Financial Asset
4) Examples of VFAs

https://coinmarketcap.com 23/09/2018)

t.me/CryptoAquarium
Channel/2106

TOKENOMICS
The economics of tokens… considerations in designing tokens
and their sale

What is a Token?
A technical definition:
In the blockchain, a cryptocurrency token represents a programmable currency unit that is bolted to a
blockchain, and is part of smart contract logic in the context of a specific software application.
(William Mougayar, 2017)
A business definition
A unit of value that an organization creates to self-govern its business model, and empower its users
to interact with its products, while facilitating the distribution and sharing of rewards and benefits to
all of its stakeholders.
A simpler definition:
A store of value issued in digital format.

Evolution of tokens…

https://codeburst.io/journey-from-barter-to-bitcoin-60ab926a6cc8

Objective of tokens
• “The key objective of a DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organisation)
is value creation or production, and to make that happen, there
needs to be a specific linkage between user actions and the resulting
effects of those actions on the overall value to the organization.”
• “Usage without value linkage is a waste and will result in a failure
backlash. A new DAO is like a startup. It requires a product/market fit,
business model realization and a lot of users/customers.”
• https://medium.com/@wmougayar/tokenomics‐a‐business‐guide‐to‐token‐usage‐utility‐and‐value‐b19242053416

Proposed Token Utility Framework
• Role – the part the token plays in
the firm and investor’s value
• Purpose – the reason this role is
important
• Features – ways in which the role
can be fleshed out

Token Roles 1
• Right – Owning a token bestows a right that results in product usage, a governance action, a given
contribution, voting, or plain access to the product or market. In some cases, tokens will grant
real ownership. For examples, look at Numerai and FirstBlood.
• The Value Exchange ‐ The token is also an atomic unit of value exchange inside a particular
market or app, resulting in the creation of a transactional economy between buyers and sellers.
This consists of features that allow users to earn value and to spend it on services that are
internal to the inherent ecosystem. They can earn it by doing active work (real work and actions),
or passive work (e.g. sharing data). The creation of such an internal economy is arguably one of
the most important outcomes, and one that must be sustained over time. For examples, look at
Steemit and Kik.
https://medium.com/@wmougayar/tokenomics‐a‐business‐guide‐to‐token‐usage‐utility‐and‐value‐b19242053416

Token Roles 2
• The Toll ‐ Just like paying a toll to use a freeway, the token can be the pay‐per‐use rail for getting
on the blockchain infrastructure or for using the product. This also ensures that users have skin in
the game. It can include running smart contracts to perform a specific function, paying for a
security deposit, or plain usage fees in the form of transaction fees or other metered metric. For
examples, look at Gnosis, Melonport, Dfinity.
• The Function ‐ The token can also be used as a lever to enrich the user experience, including basic
actions like joining a network, or connecting with users. It can also be used as an incentive, if it is
given in return to begin usage or for on‐boarding. For examples, look at Dfinity, Steemit, Civic, and
Brave.
https://medium.com/@wmougayar/tokenomics‐a‐business‐guide‐to‐token‐usage‐utility‐and‐value‐b19242053416

Token Roles 3
• The Currency ‐ The token is a very efficient payment method and transaction engine of choice.
This is key for enabling frictionless transactions inside these closed environments. For the first
time, companies can be their own payment processors without the cumbersome or costly aspects
of traditional financial settlement options. Tokens offer a much lower barrier for processing end‐
to‐end transactions inside a given market.
• The Earnings ‐ An equitable redistribution of the resulting increased value is part of what
blockchain‐based models can enable. Whether it is profit sharing, benefits sharing or other
benefits (such as from inflation), sharing the upside with all the stakeholders is expected.
https://medium.com/@wmougayar/tokenomics‐a‐business‐guide‐to‐token‐usage‐utility‐and‐value‐b19242053416

https://medium.com/@wmougayar/tokenomics‐a‐business‐guide‐to‐token‐usage‐utility‐and‐value‐b19242053416

Numerai
• https://numer.ai/
• AI-run crowdsourced hedge fund
• Weekly tournament – Data scientists submit their
predictions that actually steer the hedge fund in return
for the potential to earn USD and Numerarire

Numerai Token Analysis
Role
Right
Value Exchange

Implementation
Owning Numeraire gives the right to stake in a tournament
Numeraire is earned for winning a prediction tournament

Toll

With Numeraire you can stake in tournaments and earn winnings

Function

Owning Numeraire allows you to stake and win more in
tournaments

Currency
Earnings

Tradeable on exchanges
Based on doing work and staking in a tournament

FirstBlood
• https://firstblood.io/
• Decentralised eSports platform
• Players test their skills and bet on games
• Players bet with 1ST held in Smart Contract and released
on confirmation of outcome
• Witnesses connect to the game, analyse the results and
communicate the result to Smart Contract. They earn 1ST

FirstBlood Token Analysis
Role

Implementation

Right

Owning 1ST gives the right to bet/witness

Value Exchange

1ST is earned for winning a bet and for carrying out other work
like voting

Toll

You need 1ST in order to be able to bet and carry out work
(witness)
Owning 1ST allows you to bet, increase ranking, become a
mentor and do work

Function
Currency

Soon to be extended to redeem 1ST for goods and services via a
retail partner network

Earnings

Based on bets and doing work

Assessing utility – some questions
• Is the token tied to a product usage, i.e. does it give the user exclusive access to it, or provide
interaction rights to the product?
• Does the token grant a governance action, like voting on a consensus related or other decision‐
making factor?
• Does the token enable the user to contribute to a value‐adding action for the network or market
that is being built?
• Does the token grant an ownership of sorts, whether it is real or a proxy to a value?
• Does the token result in a monetizable reward based on an action by the user (active work)?
• Does the token grant the user a value based on sharing or disclosing some data about them
(passive work)?
• Is buying something part of the business model?
• Is selling something part of the business model?
• Can users create a new product or service?
https://goo.gl/SFvEYp

Assessing utility – more questions
• Is the token required to run a smart contract or to fund an oracle? (an oracle is a source of
information or data that other a smart contract can use)
• Is the token required as a security deposit to secure some aspect of the blockchain’s operation?
• Is the token used to pay for some usage?
• Is the token required to join a network or other related entity?
• Is the token given away or offered at a discount, as an incentive to encourage product trial or
usage?
• Is the token your principal payment unit, essentially functioning as an internal currency?
• Is the token (or derivative of it) the principal accounting unit for all internal transactions?
• Does your blockchain autonomously distribute profits to token holders?
• Does your blockchain autonomously distribute other benefits to token holders?
https://goo.gl/SFvEYp

Well designed token characteristics
• Has Utility within the Ecosystem
• Is A Store of Value
• Is Acceptable to the People at Large
• Is Tradeable
https://medium.com/coinmonks/what‐is‐tokenomics‐and‐how‐it‐can‐make‐or‐break‐your‐ico‐52484c861663

Planning Considerations
…building on the token utility and characteristics already discussed…
What transaction will be facilitated by the exchange of tokens?
Retain some tokens
Define the upper limit of tokens
Incentivise all stakeholders
List on multiple exchanges
https://goo.gl/3cDJ1i

Some industry derived ‘standards’
• Total cap at 100 million tokens

• We want the token to be implemented in such a way that it is preferable for a general user to use
these tokens instead of holding and speculating on them.

• Reserving 15–20% of the tokens for the founders

• Since the founders did all the hard work in creating the token and implementing it, it is fair that
they are awarded a portion of these tokens as sweat equity.
• This instils confidence in the user that the founders will continue to work on the project beyond
the ICO.
• The tokens reserved for the founders are also not allowed to be sold before the end of 2–5 years
from the date of the ICO.

• Reserving 5% of the tokens for legal fees etc.

• The crypto‐space is largely unregulated in most jurisdictions (not Malta!). It acts as a confidence‐
building mechanism for the general users who are assured of legal backing of the project that they
are investing in.

https://medium.com/coinmonks/what‐is‐tokenomics‐and‐how‐it‐can‐make‐or‐break‐your‐ico‐52484c861663

More industry derived ‘standards’
• Reserving 10–15% for the platform’s upkeep

• All products require constant maintenance activities and regular upgrades. It also requires timely bug‐fixes
and patches which may put the user in harm’s way.

• Reserving 5% for the Bounty programs

• Bounty programs are designed to award stakes to media influencers in exchange for retweeting about the
product, reviewing the product on major publications, and even translating the whitepaper into different
languages. Bounty programs also serve as a source of awarding tokens to stakeholders.

• The 50–60% tokens up for token sales are sold in batches instead of one go

• Having more investors with lesser token holding is preferable to having lesser investors with larger token
holdings. This is because higher volumes of trade is a vital sign of token health.
• To this effect, the tokensales are staggered into smaller chunks.
• Private sales chunk, where the token is offered to only pre‐vetted investors.
• Pre‐sales component, where the token is offered at a discounted price to entice more investors.
• Actual tokensales (or ICO) takes place, and that too is broken down into smaller manageable chunks staggered
over a period of eg. one month.

https://medium.com/coinmonks/what‐is‐tokenomics‐and‐how‐it‐can‐make‐or‐break‐your‐ico‐52484c861663

BUSINESS MODELS

UNDER

ITAS

IT Service Providers - Different tech company models who
can service the area

Innovative Technology Arrangement
• First Schedule
1. Software and architectures used in designing and delivering
DLT
2. Smart contracts and related applications
3. Any other innovative technology arrangement which may be
designated by the Minister, on the recommendation of the
Authority…

Innovative Technology Services
• Second Schedule
• Review or audit services referred to in the Act with reference to
Innovative Technology Arrangements
• Technical administration services referred to in the Act with
reference to Innovative Technology Arrangements

Innovative Technology Service Provider

Anyone who provides the Innovative Technology Services
(2nd schedule) on an Innovative Technology Arrangement
(1st schedule)

Technical Service Provider Models
• Systems Auditor
• Technical Administrator

Systems Auditor
• “a person who, upon a written engagement accepts to
review and, or audit innovative technology arrangements
and smart contracts or parts thereof who may not
necessarily be an accountant or auditor with a practicing
certificate under the Accountancy Profession Act”

Systems Auditor (& contracted staff)
• Needs to be registered
• Needs to be independent from all persons owning,
administering, operating or otherwise involved with the
innovative technology arrangement
• Needs to confirm that the arrangement meets reasonable
standards
•
•
•
•

It does what it should
In the way it should do it
With the appropriate security standards
And in full compliance with the Acts

Systems Auditor Guidelines (MDIA)
Some definitions…
• Auditee – individual/organisation subject to a Systems
Audit
• Subject Matter Expert – takes a specific technical role with
the Systems Auditor based on expertise.
• Blueprint – document that includes the qualities,
attributes, features, behaviours or aspects of an ITA.

Types of Systems Audit
• Type 1 – opinion on whether the ITA is fairly presented
and whether the controls are suitably designed to meet
the applicable criteria.
• Type 2 – same opinions as Type 1 but also including an
opinion on the operating effectiveness of the controls.
This is audit can be carried out periodically.
• Audits are to follow the ISAE 3000 standard by the
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC)

Some Criteria
• Need to be fit and proper for the provision of services
• Has the qualifications and/or experience that the
Authority requires
• Has sufficient technical resources or third party support
to deliver (via SMEs)

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
• Subject Matter Experts may be engaged in order to cover
the full breadth of technical skills
• Systems Auditor is to confirm in the Audit Report that all
skills needed are available
• SA and SMEs will be required to carry out a competence
assessment and to attend an interview before being
registered

Subject Matter Experts
• Need to be registered with the MDIA
• Need to be bound with SA by contract at time of
application
• SMEs responsible for Security have minimum standards
defined in the guidelines

Audit Objectives (SA + SMEs)
• Security
• Processing Integrity
• Availability
• Confidentiality
• Protection of Personal Data
• MDIA will be providing more detailed documents on the
Systems Audit Control Objectives

Technical Administrator
• “means the person who, upon a written engagement
accepts to carry out specific functions relating to the
operation, of the whole or a designated part, of an
innovative technology arrangement as are established in
this Act, in guidelines issued by the Authority, as the
same may be supplemented by the conditions applicable
to the certification of the particular certified innovative
technology arrangement.”

Technical Administrator
• MDIA Guidelines to be issued in week 40 (mdia.gov.mt)
• Needs to be a fit an proper person to carry out his/her
functions
• Needs to be registered
• In office at all times
• Is able to demonstrate the ability of the technology
arrangement to satisfy:
• All certification pre-requisites
• It can continually meet standards (even after any changes)
• Critical matters are able to be addressed

BUSINESS MODELS UNDER
VFAA SCHEDULE 2
Licensable activities

VFA Service

“VFA Service” means “any service falling within the Second Schedule to the VFA
Act when provided in relation to a DLT asset which has been determined to be a
virtual financial asset”

Quick Reminder of Licence Conditions
The Competent Authority shall only “grant a licence upon being satisfied that
the conditions laid down in this article have been met and such licence may be
general or may be restricted to particular specified VFA services.”
Applicants:
o Subject to a Fit and Proper Test;
o If the applicant is a natural person, they must be resident in Malta;
o If the applicant is a legal person, it must be constituted in Malta or in a
reputable jurisdiction;
o In the latter case, it shall establish a branch in Malta and comply with local
presence requirements as prescribed

Quick Reminder of Licence Conditions (2)
“Limited to acting as a licence holder and carrying on activities ancillary or
incidental thereto, and do not include purposes or objects which are not
compatible with the VFA services of a licence holder”.
Important proviso:
“Where a licence holder proposes to engage in business activities which are
not listed in the Second Schedule and are not compatible within the meaning
of the article, the licence holder shall be required to establish a separate
entity.”

Operator Business Models under 2nd Schedule of VFAA
1. Reception and Transmission of Orders - Broker
2. Execution of orders on behalf of other persons – Broker
3. Dealing on own account – Market making
4. Portfolio Management
5. Custodian or Nominee Services
6. Investment Advice
7. Placing of virtual financial assets (availability on a platform/ marketing)
8. The operation of a VFA exchange

Operator Business Models under VFAA
1. Reception and Transmission of Orders
“The reception from a person of an order to buy, sell or subscribe for virtual
financial assets and the transmission of that order to a third party for
execution.”
Basically a Broker who:
- takes no risk in the transaction (does not deal on own account)
- Does not execute the order
Business model: to transmit orders for commission

Operator Business Models under VFAA
2. Execution of orders on behalf of other persons
“Acting to conclude agreements to buy, sell or subscribe for one or more
virtual financial assets on behalf of other persons.”
Again a Broker who:
- takes no risk in the transaction (does not deal on own account)
- Executes the order
Business model: to execute orders for commission

Operator Business Models under VFAA
3. Dealing on own account
“Trading against proprietary capital resulting in conclusion of transactions in
one or more virtual financial assets.”
A market maker who takes a risk in the transaction and sets the price at which
cryptocurrencies may be bought by the public. Cryptocurrency brokers may be
seen as similar to foreign exchange dealers.
Business model: taking a margin between buy/sell transactions

Operator Business Models under VFAA
4. Portfolio Management
“Managing or agreeing to manage assets belonging to another person if
those assets consist of or include one or more virtual financial assets or
the arrangements for their management are such that the person
managing or agreeing to manage those assets has a discretion to invest
any of those assets in one or more virtual financial assets.”
Business model: Portfolio Management managing the VFA of others

Operator Business Models under VFAA
5. Custodian or Nominee Services
(a) Acting as custodian or nominee holder of a virtual financial asset and/or
cryptographic keys in a wallet, where the person acting as custodian or
nominee holder is so doing as part of his providing any VFA service in
paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8 of this Schedule; or
(b) Holding a virtual financial asset and/or cryptographic keys in a wallet as
nominee, where the person acting as nominee is so doing on behalf of another
person who is providing any VFA service under this Schedule or on behalf of a
client of such person, and such nominee holding is carried out in relation to
such service

Operator Business Models under VFAA
6. Investment Advice (1)
Giving, offering or agreeing to give, to persons in their capacity as investors or
potential investors or as agent for an investor or potential investor, a personal
recommendation in respect of one or more transactions relating to one or
more virtual financial assets.

Business model: Advising clients based on a personal recommendation as to
the suitability or otherwise of entering into VFA investments or transactions

Operator Business Models under VFAA
6. Investment Advice (2)
For the purposes of this paragraph, a "personal recommendation" shall mean a
recommendation presented as suitable for the person to whom it is
addressed, or which is based on a consideration of the circumstances of that
person, and must constitute a recommendation to take one of the following
steps:
(a) to buy, sell, subscribe for, exchange, redeem or hold a particular virtual
financial asset;
(b) to exercise or not to exercise any right conferred by a particular virtual
financial asset to buy, sell, subscribe for, exchange, or redeem it;
A recommendation is not a personal recommendation if it is issued exclusively
through distribution channels or to the public.

Operator Business Models under VFAA
7. Placing of Virtual Financial Assets
The marketing of newly-issued virtual financial assets or of virtual financial
assets which are already in issue but not admitted to trading on a VFA
exchange, to specified persons and which does not involve an offer to the
public or to existing holders of the issuer’s virtual financial assets.
Business models:
- Private sale of VFA
Excludes ICOs as covered in part 1 of this presentation

Operator Business Models under VFAA
8. The Operation of a VFA Exchange (1)
“VFA Exchange” means “a DLT exchange operating in or from within Malta, on which
only virtual financial assets may be dealt with in accordance with the rules of the
platform or facility, which is licensed by the competent authority under this Act to
provide such services”.
“VFA Exchange Operator” means
“a person or persons who manages and, or operates the business of a VFA exchange
and may be the VFA exchange itself”.
Article 15 (4) clarifies that where the exchange is operated by a VFA exchange
operator other than the VFA exchange itself, the competent authority shall establish
by means of Rules how the different obligations are to be allocated between the VFA
exchange and the VFA exchange operator.

8. The Operation
of a VFA Exchange
Daily Revenue

Operator Business Models under VFAA
8. The Operation of a VFA Exchange (3)
Crypto Exchanges – key factors

Different exchanges have different targets and objectives:
- fiat to crypto vs crypto only
- Geographical target areas
- Client type – buy & hold vs active trading
- Offer few coins vs many coins
- Many other ways to differentiate, e.g. min / max trading

Operator Business Models under VFAA
8. The Operation of a VFA Exchange (4)
Types of Exchange
Few Coins – Some exchanges are focused on getting people to buy into crypto
for the first time, or to buy and hold. Usually only offer a few main coins.
Examples:
Bitbuy.ca - BTC, ETH, LTC, BCH, only available to Canadians
Coinbase.com - BTC, BCH, ETH, ETC, LTC, open to more countries, insured,
allows regular buys

Operator Business Models under VFAA
8. The Operation of a VFA Exchange (5)
Types of Exchange
Active Trading – These platforms offer a much wider range of coins, users
usually buy into them with other crypto so the exchange avoid fiat currency.
Examples:
Binance: many coins, open to all world
Bittrex: Seattle, many coins, accepts fiat
Changelly: allow direct trading, lowers fees
Cryptopia: NZ, many coins, + marketplace to buy/sell goods/services in crypto

Operator Business Models under VFAA
Final note:
If any VFA service is provided through a digital platform, the MFSA may
request the applicant to apply to the MDIA for the validation of the
innovative technology.
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